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Overview

• What is Industry 4.0?

• What is business development?

• What is a business model? 

• Where can business developers look for opportunities?

• How does I4.0 represent opportunities for Business Development?

• What does all this mean for Life Sciences?



Industry 4.0



Industry 4.0



I am a 

cybernetic

organism. Living

tissue over 

metal 

endoskeleton.



The challenge 
has always been 
the  division of 
labor between 

man and 
machine 



The basis: Information systems
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So – what happened? 

• The cost of data processing decreased – processing speed increased

• The cost of data storage decreased 

• The physical size of hardware decreased

• The cost of data communication decreased – transfer speed increased



Exponential development – price-
performance ratio very favorable

Processing power and storage capacity in 
the cloud – no need to invest in boxes

Mobile devices – including drones, for 
example

New types of input and output 
devices – sensors, VR e.g.

Powerful hardware - powerful software

Access to modular software, 
frameworks and open source.

Breakthroughs in artificial 
intelligence and machine 
learning

Speed increases

More people are connected

+ cloud storage and processing

More connected devices -
more data generated

The price of storage decreasing  
– more data is being saved The price of sensors are decreasing –

more opportunities for collecting data

= number of available data 
resources + the ability to collect 
more is unprecedented

Higher expectations to systems

Trying to follow and exploit the 
advances

= new services can be created 
and distributed quickly and 
inexpensively

Are unsure about the division of labor 
between machine and human – which 
cognitive lifts should the machines take? 







Let’s talk briefly about digitalization…



Image: https://www.yokogawa.com/library/resources/white-papers/the-differences-between-digitization-digitalization-

and-digital-transformation-in-manufacturing/



Business development



What, exactly, is business development? 

Business development is the creation of long-term value for an 
organization from customers, markets, and relationships.

Pollack, S. (2012). What, exactly, is business development. Forbes 
Online

..opportunities do exist in the environment so that analysing key 
parameters would allow detecting and picking them up – like 
‘mushrooms’

Davidsson, P. (2004). Researching entrepreneurship (Vol. 5). New 
York: Springer.



Business development is not: 

Product Development - develops new products within existing 
organizational boundaries
Strategic Management: Setting a framework for a business to 
operate within



The Business Developers tasks:

• Identify opportunities for growth
• Explore the opportunities with due diligence
• Present opportunities for strategic management
• Facilitate implementation - business planning

Sørensen, H. E. (2012). Business Development: a market-oriented perspective. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.



Business models and business model innovation

• Finding new business opportunities is closely connected with 
changing/innovating existing business models 



Business model (Teece, 2010, Schön 2012)

Business model element Explanation

Market segment Who to deliver value to

Value proposition What to deliver of value

Value capture How to capture value, in other words secure income

Value creation How to deliver the value: Resources and processes/activities



Business Model Innovation: Netflix
Business model
element

Netflix DVD rental

Market segment Private market (USA)

Value proposition Easy access to content

Value capture Rent per unit

Value creation Content procurement, rental
management, customer
databases and online store



Business Model Innovation: Netflix
Business model
element

Netflix DVD rental Netflix (content distributor)

Market segment Private market (USA) Private market (globalt)

Value proposition Easy access to content Easy access to content

Value capture Rent per unit Subscription

Value creation Content procurement, rental
management, customer
databases and online store

Purchasing content, developing 
and operating streaming 
service, customer databases 
and storefront

Business Model Innovation Driver: Cloud storage, faster data communication



Business Model Innovation: Netflix
Business model
element

Netflix DVD rental Netflix (content distributor) Netflix (content distributor
and producer)

Market segment Private market (USA) Private market (globalt) Private market (globalt)

Value proposition Easy access to content Easy access to content Easy access to attractive and 
exclusive content

Value capture Rent per unit Subscription Subscription

Value creation Content procurement, rental
management, customer
databases and online store

Purchasing content, developing 
and operating streaming 
service, customer databases 
and storefront

Procurement of content, 
development and production 
of own content, analysis of 
usage data, development and 
operation of streaming service, 
customer databases and 
storefront

Business Model Innovation Driver: Cloud storage, faster data communication

Business Model Innovation Driver: Data Analytics/Leveraging Digital Resources 





The innovation portfolio

• Every company should have innovation projects in three categories: 
• Sustaining innovations

• Disruptive whitin the industry

• Disruptive in general

Source: Den digitale styreverden (Heggernes og Selvik, 2022)



How to search for business development 
opportunities?





The path of evolution is a continual 
exploration of the adjacent possible. 

Johnson, S. (2011). Where good ideas come from: the seven patterns of innovation. Penguin UK.



Source: Silvija Seres – Norwegian tech-evangelist, board member and podcaster

The 12 Gutenberg moments

1. AI and big data

2. Robotics and automation

3. Biotechnology and Bioinformatics

4. Energy, smart homes and smart cities

5. 3Dprint and nanotechnology

6. Networks and sensors

7. Digital medicine

8. Fintech, regtech, edtech

9. VR and AR

10. Genetics

11. Transport and drones

12. Blockchains



Life sciences example 1: 
Big Data, 
Cloud computing and Process development

Genome mapping







Genome mapping

Purpose for scientist: Knowledge about human beings

Suggested uses: 

Predictive medicine - for professionals

As cost decreases: 

Personal mapping - know your genes

Insurance companies - better able to assess risk for illness in each 
customer



Business Model Innovation: Genome mapping

Business model element Original BM Altered model

Market segment Professional market Private market

Value proposition Predictive medicine Know your genes

Value capture Sales of equipment Sales of results

Value creation Processing equipment Processing data

Business Model Innovation Driver: Data processing av data analytics



Life sciences example 2: 

• The cardiovascular system, sensors and digital twins



The digital twin concept: 

Grieves, M. (2014). Digital twin: manufacturing excellence through virtual factory replication. White paper, 1, 1-7.



Digital twin of a heart and a cardiovascular system



Business Model Innovation: Digital twin cardio
Business model element Original BM Altered model

Market segment Patients (doctors) Patients (doctors)

Value proposition Medical treatment – population
based (good health!)

Medical treatment – personalized 
(good health)

Value capture Payment for treatment/medicine Payment for treatment/medicine

Value creation Population-based studies –
manufacture of medicine

Processing data – modeling results 
from different treatments based on 
personalized data

Business Model Innovation Driver: Data analytics, data from sensors
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Life sciences example 3

• Digital twins and smart farming



Added value weeding data

• Purpose: Boosting the value chain by harvesting weeding data of 
organic vegetables obtained by advanced visioning systems

• Main objects: Weeds, Lettuce Crops, Field, Weeding Machine, 
Harvested Lettuce

• Main farm processes: Grow and Harvest Lettuce

• Devices: Weeder Sensors, Weeder Actuators, Weeder Terminal, 
Tractor, Terminal GPS, Weather Station, Harvester Terminal



Added value weeding data

Verdouw, C., Tekinerdogan, B., Beulens, A., & Wolfert, S. (2021). Digital twins in smart farming. Agricultural 
Systems, 189, 103046.



Business Model Innovation: Weeding data
Business model element Original BM Altered model

Market segment Farmers Farmers

Value proposition Effective production of lettuce Effective production of lettuce

Value capture Payment for pesticides Payment for information (and 
pesticides)

Value creation Manufacture of pesticides System (software and hardware) 
development (+ manufacture of 
pesticides?)

Business Model Innovation Driver: Data analytics, drones, data from sensors



Quiz! 



Final comments:

• Software is eating the world (Andreesen, 2011)

• Opportunities found in I4.0 will disrupt every industry

• Division of labor between man and machine

• Are you ready? 




